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So something that is giving me a headache is that I am
unsure if 2 PDA studies are actually needed:
This one:

Identifying features of ‘pathological demand avoidance’ us
The term ‘pathological demand avoidance’ (PDA) was coined by Elizabeth Newson
to describe children within the autism spectrum who exhibit obsessive resistance to
everyday demands and...
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00787-015-0740-2

and this one:

Dimensions of difficulty in children reported to have an autism spectru…
Read the full Commentary on this article at doi: 10.1111/camh.12273 Read the full
Response to the Commentary on this article at doi: 10.1111/camh.12287
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/camh.12242

In relation to this DISCO study, the main reason for it seems to be establish it as an
autism subtype. They took an approach to *make* a "meaningful subgroup.

They admit their approach is different Newson's and they make some observations I
am not entirely sure is accurate of Newson's work:

First: is that Newson did seem to favour certain diagnostic traits. She said there was
not enough evidence for "Neurological Involvement". Moreover, she the other 8
diagnostic traits are included in her famous "autistic family" diagram

Pathological demand avoidance syndrome: a necessary distinction wit…
A proposal is made to recognise pathological demand avoidance syndrome (PDA)
as a separate entity within the pervasive developmental disorders, instead of being
classed under “pervasive developmental…
https://adc.bmj.com/content/88/7/595

This DISCO paper seems to focus on differentiating PDA from rest of autism. Yet,
Newson is quite clear that she thinks her results indicated her PDA criteria are
significantly different to classic autism & Aspergers.

Which is so. Newson did not base PDA on triad of impairment. Nor could she, she did
not systematically assess autism features. She compared autism & Aspergers to PDA,
i.e. investigating if PDA is different to them, not if PDA is a PDD.
http://www.pdaresource.com/files/An%20examination%20of%20the%20behaviour
al%20features%20associated%20with%20PDA%20using%20a%20semistructured%20interview%20-%20Dr%20E%20O'Nions.pdf

Pertinently, Newson was clear on how robust she thought her diagnostic criteria
were:

Also quite important is that the original 15 PDA items for the DISCO were used in a
population study, i.e. it can differentiate between autistic persons.

Extreme (“pathological”) demand avoidance in autism: a gen
Research into Pathological Demand Avoidance (PDA), which has been suggested
to be a subgroup within the Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD), is almost nonexistent
in spite of the frequent reference to...

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00787-014-0647-3

From my understanding of this DISCO paper, the original 15 PDA DISCO items were
never fully used to assess the Lorna Wing Centre database, so we do not know how
they compare to these 11 "validated" items (they are not validated as used arbitrary
thresholds).
Also the entire study assumes PDA is an autism subype. At least the Faroe Islands
paper does not make this assumption. There simply is not the evidence in 2015 to say
PDA is only found in autism.

The second study. My issue here, is that seems to be a replication study from some
research from O'Nions PhD. They tried to get it published for some reason it was not:
http://www.pdaresource.com/files/An%20examination%20of%20the%20behaviour
al%20features%20associated%20with%20PDA%20using%20a%20semistructured%20interview%20-%20Dr%20E%20O'Nions.pdf
Now what bothers me is that, as Dimensions of Difficulty, uses the same tool to do
very similar research to the unpublished one. The results are very similar main
difference is second study says some behaviours are "socially strategic".
It is important to note that the second study also notes that some behaviours are
manipulative. The previous study views the behaviours as manipulative, not socially
strategic. Both studies have similar authors. O'Nions, Happe, Viding & Quinlan.

Which raises questions why they thought they needed to conduct, what is effectively a
replication study? Why they have come out with slight different results?
Bare in mind, both:

Identifying features of ‘pathological demand avoidance’ us
The term ‘pathological demand avoidance’ (PDA) was coined by Elizabeth Newson
to describe children within the autism spectrum who exhibit obsessive resistance to
everyday demands and...
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00787-015-0740-2

and:

Dimensions of difficulty in children reported to have an autism spectru…
Read the full Commentary on this article at doi: 10.1111/camh.12273 Read the full
Response to the Commentary on this article at doi: 10.1111/camh.12287
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/camh.12242

Both do things to make PDA conform closer to autism. I cover this elsewhere:

Thread by @Richard_Autism: Thread: So tonight I have been trying to …
Thread by @Richard_Autism: Thread: So tonight I have been trying to figure out
why the wording for DISCO items is different between @ONionsLirgCentre PDA
research. Yes, I emailed them to clarify why.…
https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1261049980929933313.html

So what I can tell, there are at least 2 PDA studies that arguably did not need happen
and are both effected by confirmation bias. This is why it is giving me a headache.

Surely, it can not be as bad as it seems?
Can I also add there is simply not the evidence today to say that PDA is only found in
autistic persons.
Importantly, O'Nions has gone from saying it is problematic fitting PDA into autism
spectrum:

Pathological demand avoidance: Exploring the behavioural profile - Eli…
‘Pathological Demand Avoidance’ is a term increasingly used by practitioners in the
United Kingdom. It was coined to describe a profile of obsessive resistance ...
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/1362361313481861

and:
http://www.pdaresource.com/files/An%20examination%20of%20the%20behaviour
al%20features%20associated%20with%20PDA%20using%20a%20semistructured%20interview%20-%20Dr%20E%20O'Nions.pdf
To saying PDA is part of autism spectrum:

Parenting Strategies Used by Parents of Children with ASD: Differentia
Here, we explored the structure of the ‘Parenting Strategies Questionnaire’, a new
scale designed to measure parenting strategies for problem behaviour in ASD. We
then examined links...
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10803-019-04219-2

Change can be viewed as confirmation bias.
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